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4PIL Series Wood Pilaster System from Rev-A-Shelf® 

 

Announcing the pinnacle of adaptability, the 4PIL Wood Pilaster System from Rev-A-Shelf® is a revolutionary 

system designed to provide flexibility in kitchen and pantry organization. The system is designed for 18" and 

24" door/drawer and full-height base cabinets and offers double and triple-drawer options with the 4WDB 

Drawer Boxes from Rev-A-Shelf®. The tall drawers have pegboard bottoms featuring three or four maple pegs 

and six or eight metal dividers, ensuring versatile storage solutions. The inclusion of BLUM soft-close slides 

adds luxurious functionality. Furthermore, the pilaster system is stackable, catering to pantry applications 

while maintaining a sleek aesthetic with no visible system holes. Installation is a breeze with included template 

and requires only four screws per drawer box. The right and left brackets can be utilized in the front or back 

for added installation and adjustability convenience, making it the ultimate choice for those seeking a tailored 

and efficient storage solution. 

 
4PIL20-18SC-2 - Natural Maple Pilaster Kit w/ BLUM Soft-Close for 18" Drawer/Door Base (1) Standard and (1) Tall Drawer Box, 19-11/16 x 1-1/8" Uprights 

4PIL20-24SC-2 - Natural Maple Pilaster Kit w/ BLUM Soft-Close for 24" Drawer/Door Base (1) Standard and (1) Tall Drawer Box, 19-11/16 x 1-1/8" Uprights 

4PIL27-18SC-3 - Natural Maple Pilaster Kit w/ BLUM Soft-Close for 18" Full-Height Base (2) Standard and (1) Tall Drawer Box, 27-1/4 x 1-1/8" Uprights 

4PIL27-24SC-3 - Natural Maple Pilaster Kit w/ BLUM Soft-Close for 24" Full-Height Base (2) Standard and (1) Tall Drawer Box, 27-1/4 x 1-1/8" Uprights 

 

 
About Rev-A-Shelf LLC. 
Established in 1984 as a division of the family-owned Jones Plastic & Engineering, Rev-A-Shelf’s product line began as metal and polymer Lazy Susan 
components manufactured for the largest U.S. cabinet manufacturers and has since grown into the market-leading innovator of residential cabinet storage 
solutions and L.E.D. cabinet lighting.  
  
Rev-A-Shelf®, located in Louisville, KY., manufactures thousands of innovative accessories for the kitchen, bath, or closet. Under the Tresco Lighting® brand, 
Rev-A-Shelf® offers a full line of LED lighting options for residential cabinetry and commercial display fixtures. Rev-A-Shelf’s primary markets include cabinet 
hardware distributors, large O.E.M. cabinet manufacturers, big box retailers, and an array of online web resellers. 


